Schmidt and Sahlstrom Receive ASME Part Tuition Scholarships

Two mechanical engineering students at IIT have received scholarships from the Chicago section of the ASME. They are Jack Schmidt and Roy Sahlstrom.

V-12 Unit to Be Decreased 12%

The V-12 V-12 is scheduled to be distributed to 400 students in March. President H. B. Todd has been informed that this will cause no delays in the current schedule and will only affect the first class. A total of 300 other sections will be affected as well.

Sales Show Profit Made on Holi-Hop

The Holi-Hop, sponsored by the IIT student council, was a success. The council had estimated a profit of $500, which was exceeded by $200, making the event a profitable venture.

Yule Concerts Will Be Given

Christmas concerts are being planned on both the north and south campuses under the direction of Dr. G. B. Keefe.

Sophomores Will Meet Wednesday

The Sophomores will hold their first class meeting this Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. in the science laboratory. It is suggested that members of the class are present to discuss the current course topics and future plans.
A Word to the Wise?

There is a sign which adorns the wall of Illinois Tech's one-stor mator in Main Building and states that aid is for the use of the faculty, members, and students only.

Every semester it seems to be necessary to remind a few freshmen and sophomore of the fact. This is not because it is not necessary to do so but because they seem to have forgotten that the notice is a decoration. Also every semester it seems to be necessary to remind the few hardy souls who are still trying to carry their elevators as they used to. Usually this "showering" has taken the form of a pleasant ride up to the fifth floor where the "victim" has been thrown and sometimes not gently into the showers, clothes and all.

The reasons for the necessity of the rule are at least partially apparent. Now if one is to use the I.T. elevator there is just not room for everyone. However, even more important is the fact that this rule is one of the remaining IT traditions. Every junior and senior was once a freshman and hereby is quite familiar with that long trek to the fifth floor, and no unselfishness need feel that they are being shafted.

In the past it has been the task of the juniors to get as "persuaders" and once again it seems time for them to exert their authority.

Orchids to the ITSA

In accordance with the ITSA board should be congratulated for the excellent way they arranged the naval social tea for the senior class. As evidence of the success of the venture, over three-fourths of the Y-W unit on the south campus responded in the drive.

Such a plan has been tried in the past, but always failed. The change now can be attributed to the fairer attitude now towards the navy student. Before, the ITSA tried to exact the full civilian fee from them, and yet offer a better Navy-related item. Now, however, the ITSA has promised that the small $1 fee will be used to give the men full value.

A/B Bob Freund and his committee ought to be congratulated for the splendid job they performed. They stated the facts of the situation on a little poster which they distributed. Then they let the students decide for themselves whether or not they would be willing to co-operate. That is certainly a fairer method to use than the system which was the rule in previous drives.

Since this money is now being distributed to the various class treasuries, it will be up to the class officers to live up to the promise of the I.T.S.A. and the ITSA in general. Now is the opportunity to show that they are going to get their money's worth of the social, etc.

It is the hope of the editors that the board is being spent wisely, perhaps practical all will subscribe next semester.

Man of the Week

Danielson's Election to ITSA Holds Spotlight This Week

A/B Earl Danielson, senior in civil engineering, holds the spotlight on the campus this week because of his recent election as the first term president of the ITSA. He is well known on campus and is a member of the Illinois Tech Tennis team.

Elaborating on his winning qualities, Danielson said, "I believe that I am the right person for the job. I have been involved in the ITSA for the past two years and have had the opportunity to work closely with the other officers." Danielson then added, "I am looking forward to working with my fellow officers and the ITSA members to make this year a success."
A Look At Alumni

Briq. Gen. Douglas Le Weir, C43, you recently presented with the Order of Yacoceus de Balba, Panama, and your award was made to General Wust who is the chief of staff of the Cahuilso defense force, for his cooperation in the Panama government in the war effort.

Clinton Smirker, CB17, of the Northrup Manufacturing Company Beardboard, is now a member of the Board of Trustees at Tulane Tech.

A First Sunday to enter the SPAR is Muriel Marp, N5C. By now, her name is well known throughout the Signal.

Sergeant James Remo, last year's baseball and basketball star, has broken his arm in the 100 yard dash. The story goes that a friend of his was showing him how to throw a grenade when the instrument, "accidentally" exploded one of his fingers. Little did he know what he was doing! Later, his friend instructed him to throw a grenade.

J. L. Mintz, a member of the Signal's Editorial Committee.

Co-op Ineffective

The Co-op Bookstore, in my opinion, has not been functioning too effectively. They are never open when you want to be. Even now, they will say any time they will be open when they aren't.

It is no joke to give free sight of books and then find them stolen. The stock is also very depleted and the books received in the mail are not getting what you are after once they have gone through the mail.

The Co-op bookstore is supposed to take any of your books for a ten dollar book which OVER the cost of the books. So this does not stop you from making more efficiency and better management.

B. L.

Free Period

The only attraction of the free period was to develop a habit of study. From now on, there are no changes in the schedule and it is during the free period.

Free periods are a great step forward for us students. They give us a chance to catch up for a bit. Why can't some actions be taken in respect to this?

Lawrence

Ed Ardena

Ed Ardena deserves to be complimented for his diligent work in being Mr. High School. He is the best scholar, as well as a leader of the students. He is the one who is always in front, from now on and other days.

Bill Ardena

Ruth Kastner

Ruth Kastner for the Editorial Board at Tulane Tech. The engineering curricula is not that the student wants to know more about. However, it is a question that pertains to the meeting.

In general, I think that there is a lot of good intentions and more work that is expected of them as well. They are not expected to be very much.

V. T. Student:

"The money is good for all right, but the question is not what is it worth?

"They're only going to tell you a character by his colors. 'Character' means more than character."

"And if you go fishing for a pin, you'll get a dike."

"I've been told, without looking up."

"Caught any fish today?"

"Recent reports from the news show that 95% of the accidents are unreported because the drivers have now a clear view of the curves."

"I would like to see a greater variety of colors. I've been there for a long time, and it's not the same thing."

"In my town, I've been told, there's a girl who doesn't smoke, drink, or gamble."

"That's what he wants to live in longest."

"Here's where I get a good fix."

"Any man walking along a country road met the farmer. The farmer was hurt, and the man tried to help him."

"Was he helped?"

"No, but he's a gambler."

"Mark, 'I'd go there."

"Here, why not take it?"

"Why don't you take it?"

"I'd rather you didn't tell me."

"Anyway, let me be."

"Now for a few words of encouragement."

"Kissing a girl is just like opening a bottle of olive oil. It's the first thing you do, but it's a cliché to get the real thing."

L. A. U. U. P. N. A. Statement

"I didn't get very far in telling you about Jean's sister. She's always been her best friend by a man. I guess that's reason enough to make any girl wrapped up in her."

"There are a total of 54 different courses offered at IT. Paul F. Smith is the head of ten, so his future may be great."

Robert B. Applegath

A veteran of the historic battle at Taras, Robert B. Applegath is making a speech at IT.

Bobmined at the 10th anniversary of the Mariner's, and was sent to IT, for his best training. As he told the story, he was at Camp Ellett on his way to New Tuscola.

One night while the Mariner's were on maneuvers, Bob and his buddy were taking a walk together. They planned to find the source of water to their positions. They were at rest and waiting for a call from the field.

While at Asilomar, Bob learned that Chisum prisoners were still in the streets with machines gunned down in their homes. Bob had no idea of what to expect, but he explained that the stories were real.

IT.

From the afternoon left for the Taras invasion. After a few days, the Mariner's headed for the beaches. Finally, they had reached their destination.

The Mariner's had been trained and armed for the invasion. They had no idea of what they were doing.

The Mariner's injured hero

The Mariner's were set on a rubber boat and shot up by a 50 mm. mortar. Just 24 hours after he began firing Bob was

Hearing a sharpshooter while Bob was on the beach, and he spotted Bob's boat, he fired a sharpshooter who then fell into the boat.}
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Tech Wrestles Wheaton Here

Wheaton’s Opponents

University of Chicago Beats Techawk Five in 51-43 Upset

In their closest game of the season, the University of Chicago Techawk basketball team beat the University of Mississippi, 51-43. Earlier, the Techawk season had started with a loss to Illinois Tech. After that, the team had won 12 straight games, and with a win against Mississippi, the Techawks had extended their winning streak to 13.

Navy IM Begin First of Year

A new Intramural basketball tournament, conducted by the physical education department, will start at 4 p.m. today. All teams must register by Tuesday, and the first game will be played on Wednesday at 5 p.m.

IM Basketball Tournament Opens

The IM Basketball tournament opens today at 5 p.m. against the University of Chicago, and the tournament continues through Saturday. The tournament is open to all students, and the winner will be determined by the highest number of points scored.

Swimmers Prepare For Tough Schedule

The swimming team has a tough schedule ahead, with meets against some of the top teams in the country. The team will face challenges from both the men’s and women’s teams, but they are determined to come out on top.

Bowl, Ping-Pong Entries Due Friday

The deadline for entries in both the intramural bowling and ping-pong tournaments has been extended to this Friday, December 16. Entries can be submitted at the Student Life Office.

Shorts by Tom Kilgariff

Four Tech Wrestles Wheaton Here

Seahawks to Play Host To Techawks Saturday

The Illini Tech wrestling team, under the leadership of Coach John Williams, has announced that the ITW squad will meet the Wheaton College Bears on Saturday, November 19, at the ITW gym. The Bears will be without their regular head coach, who is away on a business trip.
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Gas Institute Will Get New Coal Lab

A new laboratory will be installed in the first floor of the basement building for the Gas Institute. The laboratory will consist of a coal burning plant, and will be used for research in the field of coal utilization. This project will be under the supervision of the Gas Institute.

The model being used is a type of research is considered to be of great importance, according to a隐身在语句讨论中，the efficiency of burning powdered coal is very high.

Women's Club to Meet in West Campus Lounge

The Illinois Institute of Technology Women's Club will meet at 1:30 p.m. at the west campus student center. The program will include a 30-minute talk by President E. J. Pomeroy.

Wednesday Is Deadline for Dropping Classes

The last day for dropping classes has been set by James C. Pfeiffer, dean of undergraduate students, for Wednesday.

Fraternities

Sigma Alpha Mu to Hold First Social

The first social of the semester will be held on October 1st at the home of the former president, James A. L. Pomeroy.

Triumphant Social for Saturday Cancelled

The Triumphant social for Saturday was cancelled at a meeting of the chapter last Wednesday. The Christian holidays came in, the active chapter decided against the social.

Phi Lambda Upsilon Pledges Five Men

Five pledges in Phi Lambda Upsilon passed their oral and written examinations and were initiated into the fraternity, last Tuesday night.

What's in a Name? Census of Names Shows Quirks of Cognomens at IT

"What's in a name? That which we call a rose by any other name would smell as sweet."

Navy Unit Receives War Chest Award

For generous support of the armed services and services at Home Front through the Community Service Fund, the Illinois Tech V-16 unit received an award last week.

Dutton Elected to National SAM Board

Henry P. Dutton, chairman of the industrial engineering department at Illinois Institute of Technology, has been elected to the executive council of the national board of the Society for the Advancement of Management. He was named as a member of the board at the society's annual meeting last week.

ITT Signal Corps Training Class Attends Banquet

A banquet was recently held by the Naval Officers' Club for the Signal Corps training class at Illinois Institute of Technology. Approximately fifty women officers comprised the attending group.

Dutton Attends SAM New York Conference

Henry P. Dutton, chairman of the industrial engineering department at Illinois Institute of Technology, attended the board of directors meeting and the annual conference of the Society for the Advancement of Management in New York recently. He served for the second time as a member of the society's Taylor award committee, which named the recipient of the R. M. Taylor distinguished service in management.

Fraternity & Sorority

Sigma Beta Tau Holds Rushing Party

The Sigma Beta Tau fraternity on the campus held a rush party last week at the home of Mr. L. P. Leaton, the fraternity president. The guests included Betty Anderson, Louise Ryan, Virginia diary, Eileen Mckinley, and Claire Sennett. A few members of the fraternity also attended the rush.

Phi Kappa Phi Holds Founder's Day Affair

A dinner commemorating the founding of the Phi Kappa Phi fraternity was held last night at the home of Mr. and Mrs. George A. Brain. The banquet was catered by Mr. L. P. Leaton, the fraternity president. The dinner included Mr. and Mrs. Brain, the fraternity officers, Mr. L. P. Leaton, and a number of guests.

Alpha Sigma Celebrates Founding Anniversary

A celebration commemorating the 50th anniversary of the founding of the Alpha Sigma fraternity was held Wednesday evening, December 21st.
Play Practice

Original Instructor in Aéro Takes up Flying at Seventy

The man who founded the first course in aerioplane design in the U.S. never flew until he was 98 years old. But he is one of the most active students of aviation and is interested in civil engineering at IIT. After retiring in 1939 he began flying again. He is now a chief engineer in a company producing such machines and is considered an authority on the subject. He wrote a book on Aéro from 1910 to 1916. He retired in 1916 to teach lieutenant engineering. Soon after his retirement he actually began flying again, after becoming familiar with the principles of aviation for nearly 50 years.

Lunchroom Music to Play Regularly

Music will now be heard during the lunch hour at the Student Union. The first, which is frequency-modulated, is a verse of "Keep Calm, Radio Engineer's Felicitations." During the past year, this music was broadcast three times. Because of the last half-hour of the music, the manager recommended that it be broadcast regularly. The program is to be held on both campuses on Tuesday and Wednesday of this week.

IFC Integrates Social Activities at IIT

Many of the problems that engineering fraternity must face are shared by the student body as a whole. Students at the Interfraternity Council (IFC) decided to let the problems be solved and to put into action the policies of the IFC decided to let the problems be solved and to put into action the policies of the Interfraternity Council. The Interfraternity Council was the result of the Interfraternity Council. The Interfraternity Council was the result of the Interfraternity Council.

The Interfraternity Council is composed of representatives from all four fraternities, and its purpose is to coordinate the activities of all the students.

Head Will Act as Judge In West Point Contest

The annual West Point ice hockey contest will be held at West Point in early January. The contest will be sponsored by the IIT Student Council and will involve teams from various organizations, which will be determined by the IIT Student Council.

NAVAL NOTATIONS
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